
WOODROW WILSONS ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND ABILITY TO BE A

GREAT DEMOCRATIC LEADER

Woodrow Wilson, the 28th U.S. president, led America through World War Wilson was nominated as the Democratic
presidential candidate on the Wilson tried to dispense a peace protocol to Great Britain along with the . But it was his
oratory skill that brought him renown beyond the university setting.

In Wilson was appointed professor of jurisprudence and economics at Princeton. When Ellen died of kidney
disease in , following Wilson's first year in the White House, he reportedly walked around in a daze for days,
whispering, "My God, what am I to do? The most conservative persons I ever met are college undergraduates.
When he speaks in his true character, he speaks for no special interest. He was re-elected thus serving as
President till  Despite the tragedy of his last year in office, Wilson left an enduring legacy. On May 7, , a
German submarine torpedoed and sank the British ocean liner Lusitania , killing more than 1, people including
Americans. He called his program "the new freedoms. The strike was cancelled and Wilson was praised for
averting a national economic disaster. Wilson personally appeared before Congress he was the first President
since John Adams to make such an appearance to persuade it to pass the Longwood Tariff Act which
substantially reduced tariffs. Despite provocation and pressure to enter the widening war in Europe that had
begun in , Woodrow Wilson maintained American neutrality for two years. Wilson toured the nation in an
effort to increase public support for the League. Both times it failed to gain the two-thirds vote required for
ratification. Citation Information. These petty barons, some of them not a little powerful, but none of them
within reach [of] the full powers of rule, may at will exercise an almost despotic sway within their own shires,
and may sometimes threaten to convulse even the realm itself. Tony Smith Cornelia M. In a piece entitled,
"Princeton for the Nation's Service" Regarding Election of Liberty has never come from the government.
Wilson's parents gave him the nickname "Tommy", which he used until he was  Despite the rigors of war and
Reconstruction, the Wilsons managed to maintain a comfortable existence throughout. However, during these
years he gave up on plans for the ministry and developed an interest in history. He refused to recognize the
Mexican dictator Huerta. In addition to a focus on innovative curriculum upgrades, he was often voted the
most popular teacher on campus, renowned for his caring demeanor and high ideals.


